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Friends, 
 
     Here is another person ... an Hawaiian neighborhood woman who knew Obama in his teen years named 
Mia Marie Pope ... claiming Obama was known by herself and all his friends to be gay.   This is from a U-tube 
interview by Rev. Manning ... a pastor in Harlem ... and forwarded by retired Navy Commander Charles 
Kerchner. 
 
     See attached a pic of Obama in drag from that U-tube page.  I think this photo is legitimate.  If you bring 
up ... "Google Images" and put in ... "Obama in drag" ... you will get many obviously Photoshopped images 
of Obama in drag ... but surprisingly most of the pics are completely off subject.  This pic I attached will not 
be found there ... but you will find a "parody" of it on the Google Images site three times ... with Obama's 
head and a bucket of chicken is pasted in.  I will also attach that one for you to see and compare.  
  
     Why paste Obama's head over the actual head of Obama?  I think most of you can figure that deception 
out for yourself.  Apparently the original pic is real.  I am expert enough in Adobe Photoshop to say this ... 
having used the software since Dec. 1989 when it was a beta-test with a 10 page manual.  The type blurb at 
the top of the pic is mine.  In the attached pic he is pretending to be a girl ... later he pretends to be 
president.  I say pretend ... because he never proved he was born in this country ... and actually committed 3 
felonies in the failed effort to prove that he was.  Anyone who doubts this doesn't have to take my word for it 
because recently a well known certified forensic document examiner ... Reed Hayes ... examined his alleged 
birth certificate and declared that it was " the most flawed document he had ever seen"  ... in other words 
... a complete forgery. 
 
     Really I don't care if Obama is gay.  It's the treasonous controlled media that bothers me.  If they could 
toss Herman Cain out of running for president because of an inappropriate remark he made to two women 
10 years ago ... why can't they reveal Obama's extensive proof of a gay history? 
 
     The simple answer is because our fraudulent Gov. will not allow the major media to mention it ... even 
though Larry Sinclair gave a news conference at the National Press Club in DC ... that a hundred reporters 
attended hearing Sinclair claim personal knowledge of Obama being gay ... and not a word was mentioned in 
the media ... except for foreign media ... and this all happenedbefore Obama was elected. 
 
     At that news conference Larry Sinclair was arrested with a phoney warrant issued from Beau Biden ... 
attorney general in Delaware and the son of Joe Biden.  The judge in Delaware had to release Larry Sinclair 
claiming he had no bench warrant.  Two days later Joe Biden was nominated for vice president. 
 
      That the major media kept all this secret should indeed bother you . 
 
Paul Irey 



 

more on proof of alteration ... 
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 to me, thebarbara2000, doug 

 
 

Orly, Barbara, Doug, 
 
     Here is a bit more on proving that the pic Orly found is fake ... with another head pasted in to cover 
Obama's. 
 
     Hat's off for her research to find it so quickly. 
 
     I discovered the line around the neck where the fake head was cut before pasting it on.  No such line 
exists on the original Obama in drag pic ... and I further show how the neckline is impossible because it must 
jump too sharply to the left to meet the fake heads neck line.  Where the grass is shown against the neck 
proves that. 



  
     As I stated originally ... there is very little doubt that the original Obama in drag is the young usurper 
himself. 
 
     No one would go to the trouble to cover it up if it was not actually Obama. 
 
     The cover up is the problem ... like they said with Nixon. 
 
     Did you all notice that white halo's seem to be a regular problem for Obama? 
 
     Any doubts ... please get back to me. 
 
     Poor Obama just can't find good technicians to cover up his pic in drag ... or forge a birth certificate ... or 
build an Obamacare web site. 
more on proof of alteration ... 
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Orly, 
 
Good research and it just proves that it is Obama because I quickly found enough proof that what you sent is 
altered by superimposing another blacks picture over Obama's head. 
 
First notice the bleeding of the grass pixels into the chin and neck on the pic at the left. 
 
Then see the more obvious problem with the alignment of the neck shown in the pic on the right. 
 
If you follow the neck from the bottom up you will notice that the Photoshop forger had to match the 
neckline and failed to do so as the head must be moved to the left to properly align with the direction 



indicated at the bottom ... which is the break point where the fake head is pasted in. 
 
In Obama's pic the alignment is perfect and follows through to match the back of the head. 
 
In the forgers version the neck must be broken to align this way. 
 
I am sure there are more indicators that this is fake but these are the things I noticed right away. 
 
Just more proof that it is actually Obama because someone went to the trouble to paste in another head. 
 
Paul 
 
 
  
Paul E. Irey 
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